
I-475 PEL STUDY PUBLIC MEETING
SEPTEMBER 15, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to the first public meeting for the I-475 Planning and Environmental Linkages – or PEL – study. We are excited to kickoff this study and better understand desired community goals for the I-475 corridor and how transportation decisions can be better coordinated with future land use and development decisions. The goal of today’s meeting is to provide residents, local businesses, and other stakeholders an opportunity to learn more about the PEL Study process. It will also be an opportunity for MDOT staff to continue identifying community goals and priorities that should be incorporated into the Project’s Purpose & Need.



AGENDA

 MDOT Commitment to Flint Community

 History of I-475

 What is a Planning and Environmental Linkages (PEL) Study?

 PEL Study Schedule and Process 

 PEL Study Key Elements

 Anticipated Alternatives Considerations

 Analysis of Social, Economic, and Environmental Impacts

 Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The agenda for the presentation is to review background on how the project came about, the basics of what a PEL study is, who is involved, and the schedule and process. We will look at a brief history of I-475, of which we will further explore throughout the PEL process working with a historian. We will look at the key elements of a PEL study and how we plan to go about them for I-475.We have pulled some Alternative concepts that could be considered as part of the study. We will be looking to discuss any thoughts or feedback on these elements following the presentation. We will then discuss how at the end of the study an analysis of social, economic, and environmental impacts screened will be used to identify a locally-accepted Alternative for the I-475 corridor And finally look at what happens after a PEL study



MDOT’S RECONSTRUCTION OF I-475

Early 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The I-475 project began with a $300 million investment commitment from the Rebuilding Michigan bond program to reconstruct 8 miles of I-475.As MDOT began the project development process, we heard the community's concerns about the facility and desires to improve the facility as part of the project.To address the comments and concerns that were received from the community, MDOT made the decision to take a step back in the process and initiate a PEL study for the length of I-475.



MDOT’S RECONSTRUCTION OF I-475 

August 2021

I-475 Project Limits Nor th Segment Middle Segment South Segment
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Presentation Notes
The I-475 PEL study limits run from I-75 in Mt. Morris Township South to I-75 in Grand Blanc Township.To facilitate development and future construction, the corridor has been broken into 3 segments: North, Middle, and South.The north segment, shown in blue, covers the area north of downtown from the Flint River to the north Saginaw Street Interchange.The middle segment, shown in orange, is focused on the downtown and covers the area from the I-475/I-69 interchange to the Flint River.The south segment, shown in green, covers the area south of downtown from Hill Road to the I-475/I-69 interchange.



HISTORY OF I-475

1936 St. John’s neighborhood is wedged between the 
Flint River on the South and Railroad on the North. 
Source: Walter P. Reuther Library, Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs, 
Wayne State University

Original Right-of-Way map of the Floral Park neighborhood that was 
demolished for the construction of I-475.
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Presentation Notes
The history surrounding the construction of I-475 is complicated and had an impact on all residents of the City. As part of the overall removal of hundreds of buildings, it included the relocation and destruction of majority Black neighborhoods; including St. John and Floral Park. Unfortunately, this approach was often taken across the country as the freeway system was built through urban areas.The North End's freeway and renewal programs intensified Black poverty and the already deep-rooted racial and spatial boundaries between black and white residential districts.



HISTORY OF I-475

Aerial image of I-475 thought Flint, MI today Flint map prior to the construction of I-475. The area outlined in yellow 
includes the St. Johns neighborhood that was relocated and demolished prior 
to the construction.
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Presentation Notes
The city first announced its I-475 freeway and North End renewal plans in 1958.It was not until 1970 that the city had funding available and the public housing necessary to gain federal approval for St. John Street redevelopment. By the 1970s, St. John Street was among the most polluted and unlivable residential neighborhoods in the nation.The property acquisition and relocation processes for I-475 and the St. John neighborhood were discriminatory, exclusionary, and made it almost impossible for residents to secure adequate replacement housing or relocation of small businesses.Ultimately, all but a few black families in the path of the freeway moved to either segregated public housing or segregated private housing on the borders of Flint‘s neighborhoods that were demolished. Few could afford to purchase homes in their new neighborhoods.The economic growth that urban renewal boosters predicted would accompany I-475, the Floral Park interchange, and the St. John Industrial Park projects never materialized. For those who remained in the neighborhoods along I-475, including those bordering the St. John and Floral Park clearance zones, the freeway and interchange made pedestrian travel and overall movement from one side to the other more challenging and divided neighborhoods. As we move forward with the PEL study we want to recognize the history and move forward to provide an inclusive and “community-first” approach to our study.You will find as we go through our process that public engagement and decision-making is at the center of everything we will do.
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The PEL Study is one phase in the corridor project process.The conceptual planning for the corridor and implementation plan were the first phase.We are now conducting the PEL study with the end goal of identifying a locally-accepted Alternative to move into the environmental and design studies.Which is followed by construction planning and finally ends with letting and construction as the final stage.



WHAT IS A PEL STUDY?

 Tool for increased efficiency

 Collaborative approach

Planning and Environmental 
Linkages
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This brings us to today….In simple terms a PEL study is a planning tool for increased efficiency in transportation development. It lays the foundations for a project to move more smoothly through the process for the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, also known as the NEPA process. NEPA is one of the most influential environmental laws affecting all federally funded programs, including transportation. NEPA requires federal agencies to consider the environmental, social and economic consequences of their actions. This process helps establish relationships and shapes better on-the-ground outcomes. The PEL is a transparent, collaborative, inclusive decision-making process which includes the public, and local, state, and federal agencies.



Benefits of a PEL

Combines 
planning, 

engineering and 
initial 
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review
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outcomes for 
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Reduces 
implementation 

delays and 
accelerates 

project delivery

WHAT IS A PEL STUDY?
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Some benefits of a PEL study is that it combines planning, engineering and the NEPA process.A PEL encourages early and meaningful public engagement by identifying key stakeholders to build relationships with throughout the process ensuring it is inclusive and feedback from the core community is included, which in turn creates better outcomes for the community.



PEL STUDY SCHEDULE AND PROCESS
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The I-475 PEL study is at the beginning stages. As you can see on this graphic, we are at the stage of identifying the corridor needs and we want your feedback. We hope today will serve as an opportunity for you to share what you are hoping the study will address, what is not important to you, and how we can best connect with you in the future to ensure you’re engaged throughout the lifecycle of the I-475 project.As you can see there will be two other Public Meetings throughout the study to attend and we want to ensure we have the highest participation possible. However, there will also be additional opportunities to engage that we will bring to you.We will also be forming a local advisory council made up of residents, stakeholders, and influencers in the community as well as a business advisory council made up of local businesses in the study area.To identify the corridor needs we will also be collecting data on I-475, conducting an existing conditions analysis and a traffic and safety analysis and a Social, Economic, and Environmental Analysis and review of transit and mobility.The next major step will be to agree upon the Purpose and Need Statement. The Purpose of the Project will explain “Why” we are doing the study and will be developed based on information from stakeholders and how they want the corridor to function. The Need of the Project will be developed based on the exiting and future conditions of the corridor and identify where there are issues and concerns. Based on feedback we have heard to date we will go over a very preliminary draft of these statements to gather feedback today.We will continue throughout the fall and winter to develop the evaluation criteria and then ultimately develop, refine, and screen Alternative corridor designs.MDOT processes are inclusive, and  we will identify reasonable Alternatives based on public and stakeholder engagement throughout the screening process.In the fall of 2022, we will deliver the final PEL study report that identifies an acceptable Alternative design for the corridor.



Outcomes of this screening will be 
used to identify an acceptable 
alternative for the I-475 corridor 

ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL, ECONOMIC & ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

 Safety
 Cultural Resource Impacts
 Noise Impacts
 Air Quality Impacts
 Pedestrian and Non-motorized 

Safety Impacts
 Environmental Justice Impacts
 Social Equity
 Local and Regional Mobility Needs

ACCEPTABLE 

ALTERNATIVE(S)

 Connectivity Benefits for Adjacent 
Neighborhoods

 Economic Impacts on Local 
Businesses

 Secondary and Indirect Impacts
 Impacts on Local Emergency 

Responders
 Consistency with Approved Local Land 

Uses Plans (Existing and Future)
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MDOT will analyze all alternatives developed against the following factors in order to develop a locally-accepted Alternative that best meets the final approved Purpose and Need statement and community goals. The analysis of social, economic and environmental impacts identified will help shape the final locally-accepted Alternative design that will be included in the PEL.



STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Key Themes Shared:
 Follow a transparent process to build trust 
 Consider needs of all users 
 Bring a “human-scale” to Flint
 Identify sustainable solutions that will be 

longstanding
 Improve safety and reduce speeds
 Remove blight 
 Recognize regional transportation needs 
 Include all economic sectors

Local advisory committee 
and business advisory 
committee meetings

Local government 
meetings

Small group/one‐on‐one 
meetings (meeting people 

where they are)
Public meetings 

Community 
Engagement 

Strategy MDOT 
Proposes:
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As briefly touched on you can expect robust stakeholder engagement throughout this process. To date, MDOT has had the opportunity to meet with some key community stakeholders and feedback we have received includes the key themes.We will follow a transparent process, that seeks to build trust, and consider the needs of all users.  We are here to get to know the community and understand how we can best build a corridor that serves your needs. To do this we will connect with all parts of the community in various ways – committee meetings, small group neighborhood and one-on-one meetings, and public meetings like we are holding today.



EXISTING 
CONDITIONS AND 
STUDY AREA 
TRENDS

 Poor road and bridge conditions

 Excess capacity (I-475 and adjacent 
local roads

 Safety concerns

 Past destruction of neighborhoods

 Limited pedestrian and non-
motorized facilities

 Poor connectivity and access
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Because I-475 was built over 50 years ago there are deteriorating bridge and pavement conditions. There is excess capacity that was built for a population that no longer exists. There are safety concerns, and excessive blight and neighborhood destruction. There is very limited pedestrian and non-motorized facilities and access.And overall, there is poor connectivity and access connecting the corridor to the central downtown business district. 



ANTICIPATED PURPOSE & NEED

Preliminary Purpose  Elements
 Address deteriorating system infrastructure condition
 Prioritize the movement of people including 

accommodating safer non-motorized travel
 Connect neighborhoods with cultural, institutional 

and commercial activity centers
 Create greater opportunities for economic 

development that support adopted master and land 
use plans

Preliminary Needs Statements
• Deteriorated bridges and pavement conditions that

are at the end of their useful life
• Infrastructure that is overbuilt for today’s declined

population and community needs, resulting in areas
of underutilized paved spaces

• Lack of direct connection between the Central
Neighborhood District and Downtown
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Based on feedback we’ve received to date and what we know about the corridor conditions we have drafted an anticipated purpose and need.Purpose:Addressing deteriorating system infrastructure conditionPrioritizing the movement of people by foot, bicycle, or carConnecting the neighborhoods with the cultural, institutional and commercial activities centers that exist in Flint  Create greater opportunities for economic development that support adopted master and land use plans that the community helped shapeThe needs mirror the areas we’ve discussed in the past slides – deteriorating bridges and pavement, infrastructure overbuilt, and the lack of connection.



Proposed 2nd Street Community Bridge in Detroit Cesar Chavez over I-35 Concept in Austin 15th Street over I-35 Concept in Austin 

ANTICIPATED ALTERNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED

Building new community crossing bridges
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Many design options and alternatives will be studied as part of the PEL process.  These are just a few of the options available.  Each of the options can be utilized independently or combined in various combinations. One of these options is building new community crossing bridges also known as enhanced crossings or “stitches”These facilities provide an enlarged crossing when compared to traditional freeway overpasses and can include elements such as enhanced bicycle and pedestrian accommodations with buffers, landscaping, shade structures, enhanced aesthetics, widened medians, benches, and other enhanced features to better connect the community across the freeway.



ANTICIPATED ALTERNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED

Narrowing I-475 and 
adjacent service drives

Common Urban Freeway

Narrowed Urban Freeway
140 Feet
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Another design option to be considered is a narrowed freeway section.  This option would include:Investigation and traffic studies to explore the reduction of lanes on both I-475 and the service drivesVertical retaining walls in lieu of grassy slopes between the mainlanes and the service driveDecreased overall footprint of I-475 by over 100 feet



ANTICIPATED ALTERNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED

Constructing a cap over I-475

Cap at Union Station, Columbus, OH

Cap at Union Station – High Street 
over I-670, Columbus, OH

Cap at Long Street over I-71, 
Columbus, OH
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Caps are another option to be consideredCaps are larger bridges than those included in the community crossing bridges.  These enhanced structures can accommodate structures, open space, recreational uses, etc.  



ANTICIPATED ALTERNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED

Converting I-475 to an at-grade urban boulevard

Before After
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A boulevard is another option for I-475 and was selected as the locally-accepted Alternative for I-375 in Detroit. Freeways are typically lower than ground-level, by putting in a boulevard it would be filled in to be ground level.To do this, you would need to decommission the interstate, which includes:Strong community support, leadership, and political will;An urban vision for the city that is not dominated by automobiles and favors short trips by different modes, such as walking and biking, along routes that are part of the city fabric, like well-connected streets and multiuse path networks;Control of land by local government and clear regulations, such as form-based codes that create walkable urban places and shape new development that supports priorities like affordable housing and job creation.



Interchange Enhancements & Modernizations

Diverging Diamond Interchange Example Roundabout Interchange Example

ANTICIPATED ALTERNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED
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Interchanges will be analyzed throughout the corridor to improve operations and safety.  Both traditional interchanges and innovative interchanges will be considered as appropriated.  Examples of innovative interchanges include the diverging diamond and roundabout as shown above. Interchange options will be evaluated for operations, safety, and accommodation of bicycles and pedestrians to best fit the needs of the Flint community.



PEL STUDY PUBLISHED 
WITH ACCEPTED 
ALTERNATIVE(S) 
IDENTIFIED IN FALL 
2022

THEN WORK 
BEGINS TO CREATE 
A DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
TIMELINE

Action Middle Segment Nor th and South Segments

PEL Study Fall 2021 - Fall 2022

NEPA*/Design
*National Environmental 
Policy Act

Fall 2021 - Summer 2023 Spring 2022 – Spring 2023

Final Design Summer 2023 - Fall 2025 Spring 2023

Potential Letting Fall 2025 Fall 2023 (FY 2024)

Construction Spring 2026 Spring 2024

Open for Traffic Fall 2028 Fall 2026

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE PEL STUDY?
Anticipated Next Steps
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The PEL study will be finalized with an acceptable Alternative in the Fall of 2022.Following that process, the work begins to create a design and construction timeline.The anticipated next steps are outlined on this slide that include both the North and South Segments opening for traffic in 2026 and the middle segment opening for traffic in 2028.



STAY IN THE KNOW – SHARE FEEDBACK AND CONNECT

Email us at MDOT-I475@michigan.gov

Visit the I-475 PEL study project 
website at 
bit.ly/I-475PEL

Call us at 517-335-4381

For future updates, we will use the 
Public Involvement Management 
Application. Sign up for our contact list 
for opportunities to engage with the I-
475 PEL study: 
bit.ly/I475Subscribe
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Stay in the know on all project updates:Email us at MDOT-I475@michigan.govVisit the I-475 PEL study project website at bit.ly/I-475PEL Call us at 517-335-4381For future updates, we will use the Public Involvement Management Application. Sign up for our contact list for opportunities to engage with the I-475 PEL study at bit.ly/I-475Contact We need your feedback. Please take our survey at arcg.is/1188L5 or scan the code with your phone’s camera app. 



THANK YOU FOR JOINING
CONTACT US: MDOT-I475@MICHIGAN.GOV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining. 
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